
































































MULTISTRETCH 336-6/7/9 MOTOR CONTROL BOARD 
CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 
 
Bias: (RV3)  The RV3 pot controls the system bias. 
 
This control injects an offset voltage that adds or subtracts from the voltage 
reference defined by the external tension adjustment (film tension potentiometer); 
this will allow extremes of adjustment to be set to levels consistent with proper  
operation.  Typically, the bias will be used to center the operation range in the  
linear portion of its characteristics. 
 
Note: This adjustment is normally factory pre-set and should not 
require field adjustment.  For reference, the factory test procedure calls for a 
setting of 1.3 volts DC at the cathode of Z1 (Zener Diode) achieved by adjusting 
the RV3 pot. Check for voltage between the (-IN) and the pin located next to the 
bias trim-pot. 
 
 
Span: (RV1)  The RV1 pot controls the systems loop gain. 
 
The system loop gain may be adjusted if the motor continues to be energized when 
the dancer roller is unloaded and at rest.  With the machine stopped, the pot should 
be adjusted to ensure that the motor is de-energized in this condition, and so that a  
light pull on the free end of the film causes the film to feed freely.  Counter 
clockwise (CCW) adjustment of this pot will increase the response time, in effect 
softening the motor tension response plus decreasing the maximum motor speed 
attainable.  Clockwise (CW) adjustment will decrease the response time, in effect 
sharpening the motor response time plus increasing the maximum motor speed  
attainable. 
 
 
Current Limit:  (RV4)  The RV4 pot controls the torque (amperage) that the 336 

board will allow to the motor. 
 
To protect the unit against damage should the motor stall, jam, or current demands 
exceed its rating, a current limiting circuit is included which keeps motor current at 
a safe level regardless of motor load or input from the Hall effect proximity switch. 



This pot is factory pre-set to suit ½ HP motors.  Should changes be required in the 
field, proceed as follows: Monitor the motor current.  Turn the current limit RV4 
to minimum (full CCW).  Stall the motor.  Advance the pot slowly until the desired 
current is achieved.  This should not exceed 125% of the motor nameplate rating. 
Do not stall the motor for more than a few seconds, or damage may occur. 





TURNTABLE & TOWER MOTOR CONTROL BOARD ADJUSTMENTS 
 

66 & 55 SERIES EQUIPMENT  
850-MX for 3 speed applications 

 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The 850 MX Motor Control Board is an DC/SCR drivesthat are used in 66 & 55 
series Orion stretch wrapping equipment.  The following calibration instructions 
apply to all 66 & 55 series 3 speed turntable and rotary tower type machinery, but it 
will be important to note specific reference to your particular Orion model for best 
calibration results. 
 
The 850MX and board features three selectable pre-set speeds (1,2 & 3 ), and six 
potentiometers (marked 1,2,3, A and D1, D2). 
 
The instructions are in the suggested order of adjustment, and intended to be made 
after installation of the board in the control enclosure.  Please refer to the attached 
sketch of the board for identification of the adjustment points. 
 
 
 
 
 
INSTALLATION 
 
This unit is equipped with an aluminum chassis, which serves as a heatsink.  This 
should be oriented with the printed circuit board in a vertical plane for optimum 
convection cooling. 
 
Connectors are to .250” quick-disconnect terminals.  Standard units require 120 
VAC supply.  AC line attaches to terminals AC1, AC2.  Motor Armature attaches 
to terminals DC+, DC-.  The standard unit is suitable for permanent magnet shunt 
style DC motors with 90 V armature rating.  
 
 



 
ADJUSTMENTS 
 
Acceleration:  The pot marked A is the control for the acceleration or electronic 

soft start feature. 
 
For an initial setting, turn the A pot fully counter-clockwise (CCW) until a faint  
“clicking” sound is heard, then approximately 2 turns (or revolutions) clockwise  
(CW).  CW adjustment of this potentiometer softens the start and lengthens the 
time required for the turntable/tower to reach its preset speed. 
 
Speed Control: 1  The pot marked 1 controls the turntable/tower jog speed. 
 
Simply activate the turntable/tower jog function, adjusting the jog speed (pot 1) as  
The turntable/tower rotates.  This should be set for approximately 2 to 3 RPM.   
Please note that this setting should be made with a load on the turntable (turntable 
type models only).  A CW turn increases the jog speed, while CCW decreases jog 
speed. 
 
Speed Control: 2  The pot marked 2 is the control for the low speed for the 

turntable/tower during the wrap cycle once acceleration is 
complete. 

On a Vortex equipped machine, this pot is used during the run cycle if the Low 
speed setting is selected. 

This speed can be as high as 12 RPM.  However, you should note that if it is set too 
high, you may see chopping of the current to the turntable/tower drive motor which 
will cause pulsating, half-speed operation of the turntable/tower drive itself.  If this  
is seen, please decrease the setting of pot 2, until it is no longer in effect. 
 
For best calibration results, it is recommended that you make this adjustment while 
the machine is in cycle.  After starting a wrap cycle, set the film carriage speed 
control to the “0” (minimum) position.  This will prevent the film carriage from 
rising and completing its cycle.  Then simply adjust the high speed (pot 2) as the 
turntable/tower rotates.  A CW turn increases speed, a CCW turn decreases speed. 
 
Speed Control: 3   The pot marked 3 is the control for the High speed for the tower 

/ turntable during the wrap cycle once acceleration and low speed 



are completed. This function is applicable only when the High 
speed selector switch on the panel is selected. 

 
1       Speed Control 1 = Turntable/Tower Jog Speed  
        Selected by a 120 VAC signal applied to terminal (1) 
 
2       Speed Control 2 = Turntable/Tower Low Speed  
         Selected by a 120 VAC signal applied to terminal (2)  
 
3       Speed Control 3 = Turntable/Tower High Speed 
         Selected by a 120 VAC signal applied to terminal (3) 

 
Deceleration 1  The pot marked D1 is the deceleration control from low speed to 

jog.  Functionally, it is the opposite of acceleration, except that it is 
a more critical setting, in that our machine logic requires that we 
decelerate from speed 2 to speed 1 during the course of the final 
revolution of the turntable/tower before shutoff. 

 
For an initial setting, start with the D pot set fully CCW.  Then, cycling the 
machine; observe the transition to jog speed at the end of the cycle, prior to the stop  
of the turntable/tower at the home position.  Gradually increase the D pot setting  
(CW) until the turntable/tower only jogs approximately 1/8 to 1/4 revolution before 
reaching home position.  CW adjustment of this potentiometer quickens the stop  
and shortens the deceleration time required for the turntable/tower to settle to its 
preset jog speed. CCW softens the stop and lengthens the time required for the 
turntable/tower to settle to its preset jog speed. 
 
Thus, the deceleration control is important in that if the deceleration time is too 
short, we will prematurely reach jog speed and jog an excessive amount of time to 
the home position before shutoff. 
 
Conversely, if the deceleration time is set too long, the turntable/tower will not 
settle to the jog speed and thus will be going too fast to align properly and the  
momentum will take the turntable/tower beyond the start position.  As you can  
imagine, any time the wrap speed is changed, you will need to make a 
corresponding change in the setting of the pot marked D (for deceleration). 
 
Deceleration 2  The pot marked D2 controls the Deceleration from speed 3, High 

speed to jog speed. The operation is the same as D1 except the 



amount of deceleration should always be less, as the inertia of the 
turnable is greater due to higher speed. This is applicable only 
when the High speed position  on the control panel is selected. 

 
 
Note:  The 850 MX requires a jumper from the N pin to the C pin  to  
            operate.  
 
TROUBLE SHOOTING & REPAIR   
 
In most cases, repair will require parts replacement.  If user intends to, and is 
equipped to perform repairs, spare parts are available from Orion Parts & Service. 
 
Damage is usually visually evident on the 850MX board.  Replacing the obviously  
damaged board frequently restores operation.  However, if damage is not evidently 
visible, swapping boards will determine if the board is at fault. 
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